Opinions that matter
The hybridization of opinion and reputation measurement in social media listening software

Abstract

Since the 2000s, numerous start-ups and agencies have argued for the necessity of analyzing social media data to “know what people think”, as they are deemed to provide access to spontaneous expression of thoughts, tastes and representations. How do these actors, and the various types of knowledge and technology they draw upon, change the way we know and act upon people’s opinions? This paper offers insight on these understudied actors, by describing the emergence in France of a market for measuring online opinion. It shows two distinct trajectories of innovation, and the key role played by the early clients of these companies and by the demand for tools for online reputation management in the shaping of these instruments, and the definition of epistemic value. Both approaches of online opinion break with the classical egalitarian conception of public opinion. They instead conceive opinion as a mediated and collective process in which not all opinions have an equal value.
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Introduction

As early as 1998, James R. Beniger, president of the American Association for Public Opinion Research, had the idea that the internet could profoundly renew the way pollsters study ‘how we form our attitudes and opinions, are influenced by mass media and by each other, make decisions as consumers and as voters’ (Beniger, 1998: 443). Twenty years later, this revolution has happened, although his fellow pollsters had almost nothing to do with it, as they were more interested in the spectacular cost reductions allowed by the emergence of online panels. Meanwhile, a billion-dollar industry called “social media listening” (SML) has emerged, which allows brands to buy tools and services to monitor public online discourses on blogs, forums and social media platforms (1). However, these international software vendors, such as Brandwatch, Synthesio or NetBase, almost never assess public opinion on national concerns or elections: they work in the discrete areas of corporate communication and market research. Their expertise relies on a set of tools and practices that show little resemblance with traditional polls and surveys. How did these new intermediaries of the ‘data analytics industry’ (Beer, 2016b) capture social publications for the benefit of private companies? How do SML firms transform the way in which people’s opinions, in a broad sense of preferences, judgements and representations (Quéré, 1990), are measured and acted upon in the digital era?

Much like other big data advocates, these companies share a strong epistemological claim. Since the 2000s, numerous start-ups and agencies – some of them having become the large software companies mentioned above – have argued for the necessity of harvesting and analyzing social media data to ‘know what people think’, as says the tagline of Brandwatch, one of today’s main SML vendors. As online expression has become massive, the considerable amounts of texts we produce everyday provide access to spontaneous expression of thoughts, tastes and representations (Cardon, 2010). These start-ups, along with Beniger’s early intuition, deem the web to be a powerful way to overcome one long-standing criticism made to traditional survey-based inquiries, both in matters of public opinion and market research: their artificiality, and their tendency to impose their questions and their answers upon respondents (Blumer, 1948; Bourdieu, 1979). Nonetheless, the abundance of uncontrolled and mostly anonymous online textual material faces actors with a set of new methodological challenges, in order to ensure their epistemic value, as online opinions can hardly be considered as representative of the general population. In this paper, I study the emergence of the SML market, and show how its different players articulated epistemic projects and material resources with the demands of their early clients, and how this process shaped hybrid quantification devices combining the measurement of opinion and reputation.

Despite their growing importance in the routine practices of a wide number of firms, we currently lack investigations about SML tools in the social sciences (2). On this subject, academic contributions seem either too close or too far away from its material devices and practices. On the one hand, numerous studies use social data as an empirical fieldwork, and rely on social media listening technologies – be they locally developed or bought to SML firms – to collect, parse and analyze it (Brooker et al., 2016). These contributions to the now
well-established field of digital social sciences have focused on a variety of topics, from early attempts to map hyperlinked communities (Rogers and Marres, 2000; Watts and Dodds, 2007), to re-visitations of the agenda-setting theory (Vargo et al., 2018; Whyte, 2016) and the study of public matters, as with the examination of political preferences (Ceron et al., 2014), and election outcome predictions (Gayo-Avello, 2013). This stream of research, from which SML companies themselves have sometimes borrowed, helps us to understand digital worlds. However, technologies for collecting and analyzing social data are their method, not their object of study, and they therefore provide little historical and critical account of these specific knowledge instruments.

On the other hand, a wide number of contributions, mainly in the field of surveillance studies, have focused on corporate capture of user-generated data, highlighting several risks in terms of social sorting (Lyon, 2003), market surveillance (Pridmore and Zwick, 2011; Trottier, 2012) and algorithmic governmentality (Rouvroy, 2018). Authors like Shoshana Zuboff (2018) have theorized the concept of “surveillance capitalism”, arguing that the continuous capture, extraction and valuation of data is now a key feature of today’s capitalist societies, reconfiguring market positions and political power. Yet while it raises important and engaging questions, this line of research often remains based on the study of public controversies raised around hyper-mediatized high-profile cases such as Facebook and Google. It consequently tends to lack in-depth investigation, and to overlook less visible but crucial aspects of the corporate routine use of big data, as in the little-advertised case of social listening software.

In this paper, drawing on social studies of science and the sociology of algorithms, I wish to address these gaps in the literature, by offering a detailed account of the material and epistemic cultures involved in the conception of social media monitoring technologies (Knorr-Cetina, 1999; MacKenzie, 2011). Following David Beer’s (2016a) research program, I will examine the articulation between these technologies and specific forms of knowing and acting upon opinion, paying particular attention to the properties of the “calculated publics” that they produce (Gillespie, 2014; Yeung, 2018). To this end, I will retrace the innovation paths followed by pioneers of online opinion measurement during the early days of this market (Boczkowski, 2004; Flichy, 2007), to get a grasp on big data technologies “in the making” (Latour, 2005). This way, I wish to account for their genealogy, the actors and epistemic projects involved in it, and on the choices made by their designers, to understand how they shape the production of knowledge about people’s opinion on the internet.

Methods

This article draws upon a five-year investigation conducted for my PhD thesis. More specifically, it relies on twelve in-depth interviews, conducted between 2012 and 2015, with French pioneers of the SML market: start-up founders, analysts and programmers from six different companies, which were involved in the very beginning of SML, in the second half of the 2000s. These interviews lasted between 1h and 2h45; they cover the major French players
in this market. They were coded manually with a specific attention to individual histories, start-up trajectories and accounts of technological choices, difficulties or successes.

Focusing on French companies, in this case, offers interesting insights on the global history of these actors and their instruments: the first French start-ups interested in online opinion emerged as early as 2005, a date comparable to their British and American competitors; some of them (Synthesisio and Linkfluence) are still today among the main international players in the market (3). Above all, as I will demonstrate here, the French market shows in its early years a great diversity of approaches, with startups drawing from several heterogeneous epistemic backgrounds in social and computer sciences, something that ultimately appeared to be specific to the French case when I then interviewed American players of the SML market. This contribution thus calls for future comparisons with other pioneer countries in SML, such as the USA, Canada or the United Kingdom.

The first two sections respectively describe the two main trajectories of innovation in social listening, rooted in heterogeneous material and epistemic resources, and the key role played by early corporate clients of SML companies in the shaping of their technologies. The third section discusses the convergence of these trajectories to produce reputation management devices, which hybridize public opinion measurement with the tradition of public relations and news monitoring. The conclusion offers perspective on how big data transforms established social quantification and suggests future lines of research.

**Sampling influencers, from politics to digital public relations**

One first path of innovation involves a group of companies created by people from humanities, marketing and communication backgrounds. These agencies and self-declared ‘web institutes’ share a similar history and business model: they were born in the 2005-2007 French electoral context, and began working in the political sphere; their analysts perform both opinion analysis and recommendations. Their little technological resources, and large companies’ sudden preoccupation for their online reputation, in the mid-2000s, oriented their epistemology towards the careful selection of digital influencers, for the needs of corporate communication and public relations (PR).

**Politics as a springboard for experimentations**

This first approach to online opinion is born from various experimentations developed by relative outsiders in political staffs in the mid-2000s, a situation comparable to the future founders of Blue State Digital during the Howard Dean campaign of 2004 (Kreiss, 2012). One key character here is the entrepreneur Benoit Thieulin, known for his role of digital adviser in Ségolène Royal’s presidential campaign (2007) and other responsibilities in the public sphere. The French Government Information Service (GIS) hired him in 2000, initially to coordinate the conception of the internet pages of the various ministries. He then set up, in 2003, an
experimental observatory of online public opinion, based on the manual review and analysis of press comments and political blogs, whose number was soaring at the time (Siles, 2017). He aimed to identify trends in online debates about the upcoming referendum on the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (TCE). In an environment largely dominated by traditional pollsters, B. Thieulin justified his idea based on the qualitative aspect of his method.

I had no representativeness, so of course my thing quickly became: ok, I understand that in quantitative terms, I can’t say anything […]. On the other hand, I can quite easily observe how an argument is constructed, how opinion crystallizes. And I see that, when we argue that ‘Europe is for peace’, people answer: Stop kidding me, just because I’m going to vote no, we're not going to declare war on Germany!” – B. Thieulin (interview, August 2012).

Although his method could not predict electoral results, argued Thieulin, it provided nonetheless an otherwise unreachable insight on the production of voting intentions and on the arguments being discussed. Such an insight was based on the possibility of analyzing spontaneous discourse: ‘The Internet is an open-air environment, contrary to how pollsters construct opinion. It’s open-air, it’s real-time, it’s life-size’ (interview, August 2012). Along with now widespread statements about big data (Anderson, 2008; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013), these easily-accessible, real-time and spontaneous data were considered to be the means of a whole new – and better – way to measure public opinion. However, Benoît Thieulin, trained in economics, lacked the technological support he felt necessary to keep on with this experimental observatory. In 2006, he convinced his superiors at the GIS to buy services from a young start-up named Linkfluence, which had just made a name for itself by announcing the victory of the no vote in the referendum on the TCE, by mapping the online debate within the French blogosphere.

To this day, Linkfluence plays a key role on the French and international market. It emerged from a group of students from the Technological University of Compiègne, led by computer and communication researcher Franck Ghitalla, and inspired by early works in the area of link studies (Adamic and Glance, 2005; Kleinberg, 1999). From January 2005, the little group had carried out a cartographic study of online debates about the TCE. They identified early the edge that supporters of the no vote had within the blogosphere, which contrasted greatly with the mainstream French media and early polls, clearly oriented towards the yes (Fouetillou, 2008). This precocious insight on what turned out to be a massive victory for the no vote gave these students an appreciable media coverage, including Le Monde and The Financial Times. The interest of the press in their method persuaded them of a potential commercial success: thanks to their new media connections, UTC students met Benoît Thieulin, who had them hired in 2006 by the GIS to pursue – in a more equipped and methodical way – the work he started two years earlier.

The next year, Linkfluence worked for the digital campaigning of presidential candidate Ségolène Royal, thanks to Thieulin’s network again; meanwhile, they launched a blog called
The Presidential Observatory, displaying daily each candidate’s share of voice in the political blogosphere. They were not the only ones: the presidential election of 2007 was in fact a springboard for various experiments in this area. Scanblog, an agency founded in 2005 by two ex-marketers, launched in 2007 a blog called Politibuzz, which also ranked the most discussed candidates in French blogs. As for traditional pollsters, however, this public showcase was only a part of their work on the presidential election, since Scanblog also worked for one of the candidates. Net Conversations was another similar case, founded after the election by an ex-advisor of candidate François Bayrou, which had previously imagined an apparatus for monitoring opinions expressed in blogs about the centrist candidate:

We had zero research budget. We didn't buy, or almost didn't buy polls and stuff. When you have such a small budget, what you do is listen to the web. So, I developed [...] methods to monitor what was said on the Internet. I was following, I think, 500 sources, about 500 sources, there wasn't even a crawler, there was an RSS feed that worked, and most of the sources were blogs – it was the blog fever. So an RSS feed aggregator, we received every morning, and we read. – Founder of Net Conversations (interview, July 2014).

The presidential election provided emergent initiatives in online opinion monitoring a favorable context to get some funds and publicity, and to experiment their methodologies. After the election, having had their various achievements within the political sphere, Scanblog, Linkfluence and the others naturally moved towards corporate clients.

**Sampling influencers: opinion measurement towards digital PR**

They then met a powerful social demand that shaped their tools in a decisive manner: the growing concern of large companies for their online reputation (Power et al., 2009). In the mid-2000s, many marketing and communication professionals saw the explosion of online expression as a risk for corporate image, therefore exposed to all kinds of public criticism (Chun and Davies, 2001; McDonald and Slawson, 2002). In France, this topic was massively invested, especially after a momentous blog post by marketing specialist Christophe Deschamps in 2006, dubbing online reputation management as ‘the next big thing’ for brands (4). Following this tendency, an abundant professional literature at the time described how the social web made consumers the judges of corporate actions, whose verdicts would then compel and destabilize even the most dominant firms (Heiderich, 2004, 2009).

In this context, identifying opinion leaders able to shape brand’s reputations, and report on their endeavors, was a crucial task. It became the first job of these online opinion pioneers. However, influence-based sampling also came from the scarcity of their technological resources. Founders of these young firms were indeed more skilled in marketing and communication than in computer programming. They therefore created consulting agencies, essentially based on their human workforce for analysis and consulting, equipped with free or low cost tools such as SocialMention, TweetDeck and RSS feed aggregators, essentially for
data acquisition. Consequently, their business model demanded to limit the amounts of data their analysts had to deal with. In a context of a ‘data deluge’, and with limited tools to exploit them, their economical survival required them to build rules and models to sample the most valuable data.

Clients’ demands and material constraints thus converged towards the sampling of the most influential people on a given subject, to collect and analyze their discourses. It was both a material necessity and a judicious idea: according to the persons I interviewed, not all opinions were equally interesting on the Internet. Some blogs, forums and websites were very popular, well-linked and easily accessible, while most of them remained unnoticed (Cardon, 2008). ‘Listening to everyone’, in this perspective, would make the client ‘hear nothing’, as Linkfluence’s tagline of the time said. It would have mixed highly and poorly visible opinions together, blurring the measurement of reputation. This approach was then translated into the design of technology. Scanblog for example thus built a simple algorithm based on what they deemed to be the main factor of visibility and value for an online source: its position within search results.

Our method is very silly, it is based on the assumption that the French Internet user still goes through search engines to get information. So on the one hand, it allows us to find out what people are saying about the brand, so it allows us to study their opinion. And, as we go through search engines, which is what the average Internet user does, we also see which material he is mainly exposed to, which allows us to measure reputation. – Co-founder of Scanblog (Interview, August 2012).

Along with early digital marketing publications (August, 2004; Kozinets, 2002), Scanblog sought to get insights on the reputation of the entities being discussed, by focusing on the first results of a search query. They built a heuristic approach that reproduced the average Internet user’s behavior, to get a sense of the client’s image circulating in the most visible publications and conversations. Such an approach was also used by Linkfluence, which built an “influence score”, admittedly inspired by Google’s PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998), designed to rank the most important protagonists within online informational ecosystems.

We had no ambition of exhaustiveness; we wanted to work only on a sample of the websites that shaped opinions. So, we had to do a selection work. We worked with our crawling method to build a dynamic, constantly changing sample of the web, the 15,000 most influential sites on the French web – we gradually reached 15,000, it stabilized. And these 15,000 sites make the opinion of the French web. […] Our tool allows understanding where opinion is created, where the image is built. If I add a source that no one reads, it will distort the results. – Co-founder of Linkfluence (interview, December 2012).

Sampling the most visible sources was, in their perspective, inevitable, so much that it became a key epistemic feature of the model developed by Linkfluence. It was the way to select, in the chaos of online discourses, only the most valuable ones, those able to influence
their audiences, prescribing attitudes and thus participating in the construction of the ‘image’ of a personality, a brand or a product. In this perspective, the unequally visible opinions produced by people interact and agglomerate to produce online reputations. In this perspective, selecting the most influential ones was then a necessary and sufficient condition for the elaboration of a good measure.

Reputation management as real-time exhaustive monitoring of online opinions

At the same time, a second (rival) approach to social listening emerged, led by technological start-ups whose founders were trained in computer sciences, and tried to develop automatic tools for parsing the web, indexing and analyzing the largest possible volumes of textual data produced by internet users. They all adopted a “software as a service” business model, soon to be paradigmatic in the software industry (Campbell-Kelly and Garcia-Swartz, 2007). Although they took a quite different approach from their sampling competitors, the software they elaborated were also significantly shaped by the demands of early clients for online reputation management tools. This second trajectory produced yet another way of measuring online opinions: software based on extensive databases and real-time dashboards, used for the early detection of online criticism and potential reputation crises.

Clients shaping the market: the influence of news monitoring

In the second half of the 2000s, numerous start-ups emerged, in France, USA, Canada and the United Kingdom, whose founders came from the world of software engineering. Unlike the agencies described in the previous section, these pioneers did not come from politics and classical public opinion. They were fascinated by the possibility of indexing and analyzing large datasets of public discourses on blogs and forums, and convinced that it could be of interest to many different kinds of customers. Indeed, as the sociology of innovation frequently shows (Akrich et al., 2006; Callon, 1979), their tools went through a lot of different uses before stabilizing. Sysomos emerged from a computer science project at University of Toronto, called BlogScope, aimed at indexing and analyzing the blogosphere. In a conference paper, its founders wrote: ‘collecting, monitoring and analyzing information on blogs can provide key insights on “public opinion” on a variety of topics, such as products, political views, or entertainment’ (Bansal and Koudas, 2007: 1). However, other start-ups created in the same period were much less interested into public opinion measurement per se. Early leaders of the social media monitoring market Radian6 initially planned to sell their software to the police and counter-terrorism for surveillance; Brandwatch started working for the British government in 2005. However, all these companies would find their success in reputation monitoring.

In the case of the French-based global leader Synthesio, the software was born from an information aggregator built by its co-founder Thibault Hanin’s, for his personal use at first, using crawlers to automatically retrieve and index news articles from online media. Months
later, while getting a MBA at ESSEC business school after his engineer training, Thibault Hanin met Loic Moisand, and started developing this idea with him, at first as a final-year project of “junior enterprise”, then as a start-up of its own. ‘That’s when we explored the most options, clearly, between 2006 and 2008, we really tried a billion different things with this technology. Even today, if you wanted to do different things with it, you could’ (Hanin, interview, March 2015). Moisand and Hanin considered creating customized portals, popularity barometers, news aggregators. The easiness of indexing thousands of media, blog and forum posts allowed the two students to build indexing tools, graphs, charts and scores, although it was not yet clear what to do with it. The decisive encounter was the moment Synthesio signed an exclusivity contract with Kantar Media, a major player within the press clipping and audience measurement industry. Historically in charge of monitoring a company’s public image in the media, Kantar found itself quite unprepared to deal with the explosion of online expression in the mid-2000s:

Our first real product, finally, was simply a monitoring platform. Where the brands could put their subjects, and then it brought them everything. So, it was a lot of PR, a lot of communication… It was something that every big company in the world had on their desks, those press clipper things, but online. At the time, there was also L’Argus de la Presse (5)… We worked with Kantar Media. They loved our thing, and they told us: we don’t know how to manage the social web, you are the experts on that. So, we worked together, and that’s how it took off. – T. Hanin, interview (March 2015).

The technology Synthesio developed to crawl media, blogs and forums allowed the extension of Kantar’s traditional services of media monitoring to the social web of blogs and forums, and later on, social media. During almost two years, Kantar could then quantify its clients’ media coverage, both online and offline. This partnership also provided a guaranteed source of revenue for the young start-up, thanks to the large clientele of their much larger partner. The first use of Synthesio’s dashboards and databases was about providing large companies with tools to break new ground in a context where, increasingly, everyone became her own media and had to be treated as such.

‘Listening to everything, everywhere, all the time’ (6): SML as real-time exhaustive monitoring

Originally used as a mere extension of press clipping services, Synthesio quickly caught the attention of the corporate communication departments of their clients that, as we saw previously, were extremely preoccupied by consumer criticism on the internet. Used at first to count the occurrences of a brand or product on the internet and measure media coverage, Synthesio’s software became tools for monitoring the social web and detecting as soon as possible internet users’ criticism against a company, its chief executives or its products, that may threaten the brand image. As the partnership with Kantar ended in early 2009, Synthesio started to sell its software directly to communication and PR departments.
It came at some point from the customers, too. It’s always the same story: our stuff was displayed everywhere, the communication guys saw it and said: ok wait, it gives me an idea… It was serendipity! Our dashboards were public at the time; there was a public URL that we could share. In terms of security, we could no longer do that today, but it circulated from one service to another, and people said: that’s great, I too can use this information. – T. Hanin, interview (March 2015).

Meanwhile, the emerging SML software industry had been reinforced by the arrival of older companies, born in the 1990s and early 2000s: competitive intelligence and news monitoring software vendors, such as Meltwater (Norway, USA) or Digimind (France). These companies used to provide complex enterprise software for monitoring public or fee-based information sources, such as news broadcasts, patent databases, corporate and financial information, or scientific journals. From 2007 onwards, the attractive growth rates displayed by start-ups like Synthesio, and the pressing request of their clients, strove these companies to adapt their software to go into social data. Driven by the collective turmoil around online reputation, competitive intelligence software vendors redirected their activities, using their already-built technical infrastructures (servers, algorithms for processing and visualizing large amounts of data, text mining tools) to build up social media monitoring software for brand reputation management. By catching on the dynamics around social data, these vendors, with their established sales network and software infrastructures, contributed to stabilize the emerging real-time large-scale monitoring format for SML software.

We used to do online monitoring, which meant competitive, product and technological monitoring. It was classic intelligence stuff. Then with online reputation we focused more on visibility, brand communication. We got into this thanks to Microsoft: they contacted us in early 2007, they wanted a software platform to monitor what was being said about them in France, both about their brand and their products. – Senior consultant at Digimind (interview, May 2012).

The technological skills of pioneering start-ups, and the arrival of competitive intelligence software on the market, thus resulted in the emergence of a specific standard: dashboards for online reputation monitoring, based on the extensive and continuous indexation of data from blogs, forums and social platforms. As T. Hanin recalls, ‘It was the fear of that time, not to miss anything within the data volumes’ (interview, March 2015). The first key task developers at Synthesio undertook was the construction of crawlers capable of indexing every possible source of social data.

Our approach was to cover everything, everything that moves. So we started with the mainstream media, every news site, press, radio, we had a crazy categorization work there […]. Then we did blogs, of course; it was easy. Forums: much harder. It took us until mid-2008. – T. Hanin, interview (March 2015).
The much larger volumes of data processed by SML editors thus oriented innovation towards the development of dashboard interfaces (see Figure 1), which included a number of analytic tools meant to allow the modelling and manipulation of data by the user, whom inherited the responsibility of making sense of them. As with other big data instruments, the preferred mode of inquiry in these tools became the search for correlations between different variables: temporality, semantics, type of sources, etc. (Dagiral and Parasie, 2017; Rieder, 2012). The user is offered scores and calculators that allow her to quantify the data associated with a particular keyword or search query over time, or the ‘burst’ of unexpected topics within online publications (Bansal and Koudas, 2007). To interface the user with the database, by giving her a series of cognitive holds on the abundant data, the dashboard format soon included to a similar set of analytical tools: charts, graphs, keyword clouds, verbatim threads, lists of authors, influence rankings and sentiment analysis scores being the most notable.

A hybrid quantification of online opinion and reputation

The contingent innovative trajectories followed by the pioneers of online opinion measurement are rooted in heterogeneous resources and constraints, and they produced different models. Trained in marketing and communication, evolving within the spheres of political counseling, tenants of the first approach developed a consulting model, heavily dependent on human workforce. Sampling online opinions seemed to them an efficient and judicious way to deal with the amounts of data produced in our daily conversations on the social web. On the other hand, the computer scientists of the second approach naturally turned
to the programming of automated software, able to retrieve and aggregate massive amounts of
data, clearly belonging to the worlds of big data analytics (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Kitchin,
2014). These two models were competing for several years, until SML software gained
decisive edge thanks to their much superior scalability, and to the massive financing they
received as a result from tech venture capitalists (Author, 2018). Both models nevertheless
converge in a significant manner, that I will discuss in this section.

The first similarity between them is how they were both shaped by their early clients. At a
time when the explosion of online expression was perceived by many communication
professionals as a destabilization to their methods, if not as a threat, social listening start-ups
and agencies managed to leverage this uncertainty to sell their expertise, enacting what
Boczkowksi (2004) calls, in the case of newspapers, a ‘reactive, defensive and pragmatic’
tackle of digitization. Beyond their diversity, both trajectories represent an example of how
big data instruments are shaped by economical, cultural and material constraints, and point to
the crucial role played by clients much larger than their service providers in the definition of
what is relevant in an innovation, and what is not (Van Couvering, 2007). Combined with
their epistemic and material resources, this injunction to measure and preserve the client’s
reputation on the Internet led agencies and software editors to produce models that both
hybridize two previously separate epistemic traditions: that of public opinion assessment, and
that of public relations.

As shown by historical studies, modern opinion polls were born in the 1930s at the
crossroads of journalism, quantitative social psychology and statistics (Blondiaux, 1998;
Herbst, 1995). They drew on the then recent findings discussed within the International
Statistical Institute, then formalized by a canonical article from Jerzy Neyman, which posited
that a key condition to build a representative sample of a given population was its
randomness, i.e. that every individual within this population should have an equal probability
of being selected (Neyman, 1934). This mathematical criteria is what allowed then George
Gallup to describe his samples as a ‘miniaturized America’, in which everyone had a chance
to participate, and every participant had the same weight (one person, one vote). This mimicry
of the electoral process, and the powerfully democratic justification it brought to this new
method, were essential to the success of opinion polls, and to their diffusion within the worlds
of politics, media, but also academia and marketing (Blondiaux, 1998).

This mathematic and democratic cornerstone of opinion assessment is wiped away by the
new methods developed by social listening agencies and software. On the one hand,
influence-based sampling relies on an alternate definition of representativeness, which
changes its political substance (Didier, 2013). Unlike traditional representative sampling,
influence-based sampling implies a dissymmetric modeling of opinion, where only a minority
of ‘influencers’ is given a prominent position in the mediated process of opinion construction.
By adopting this hierarchical conception of opinion, sampling agencies embedded in their
instruments the well-known power law distribution of attention on the internet (Kleinberg,
1999): only a small minority of sources are highly connected, visible and read. It also was
part, at that time, of a larger movement of rediscovering of Lazarsfeld’s ‘two-step flow’ of
communication (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 2005) within the worlds of digital marketing (Mellet, 2009). It went hand in hand with the emergence at the same time of and influencer marketing, which extended the devoted care that once was the privilege of professional journalists, to famous bloggers (Charest and Bouffard, 2015).

Accordingly, SML actors’ ambition of exhaustiveness and real-time indexing of online opinions, essential to the defensive monitoring perspective that shaped their software, also redefines the way opinions are selected and analyzed by their users. By default, these instruments value the most visible, numerous and frequent opinions, and even more so, opinions that are becoming so, that are generating ‘bursts’ in the monitoring graphs and indicators. In the constant flow of online publications, SML software excel at detecting variations, ruptures, i.e. opinions that propagate and mobilize growing masses of Internet users. In this respect, they work in a similar way to Twitter’s ‘trending topics’ algorithm, which favors the speed of diffusion of a hashtag more than its total volume (Gillespie, 2011). In this culture of ‘attentional peaks’ (Cardon, 2015: 83), attention is focused on what Boullier (2017) calls ‘replications’ (or ‘aftershocks’) of online social activity: the momentary aggregations of the conversation around a particular object. By focusing on the newest, fastest-diffusing opinions, those who – again – attract the most visibility and word-of-mouth, SML dashboards deliberately overlook constant trends and low-intensity opinions, expressed without any particular dynamic of expansion. The proverbial silence of the majorities then condemns them to disappear from the dashboards of social listening software.

Although they come from different perspectives, both models radically break with the statistical concept of representativeness that is the cornerstone of opinion polls, in order to take advantage of an abundant and ‘post-demographic’ conversational material (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Rogers, 2009). Agencies and software vendors share a dissymmetric conception of opinion measurement, where not all people and publications are of equal interest: in the sample-based approach, only the most influential ones are selected and analyzed; for their part, social listening platforms continuously seek the early detection of criticisms, to detect potential reputational crises. Both embed the mediated context of opinion production on the Internet within the quantification device. Opinion is not measured as an individual state of mind, but as a collective and mediated activity, taking into account the online ecological contexts of its production, and the unequal power of mobilization of online publics.

Social media listening thus hybridizes opinion measurement with a public relations paradigm, by weighing the publicly stated expressions of ordinary people on the internet according to their supposed reach and influence. It values the most visible and viral discourses, which are most likely to weigh in the construction of reputation. Unlike opinion polls, these instruments do not produce ‘political rationality’ (Blondiaux, 2004), which explains why they do not compete with them on matters of public opinion, and remain confined to strategic uses, behind the closed doors of communication and marketing departments. By modeling opinion through techniques and formats that have long been used in the management of large companies, such as dashboards and databases (Yates, 1993), these
Instruments enact a very different regime than that of public opinion, understood as the normative and legitimate reference of public debate. Closely linked to the problems and practical knowledge of marketing and communication services, SML thus tends to become an internal resource for large companies, and participates in the instrumentation of brand image management, considered as reputation capital (Power et al., 2009).

**Conclusion**

While professional pollsters largely ignored James R. Beniger’s intuition, the opportunity of online opinion measurement was seized by agencies and startups that adopted two main trajectories in their innovation efforts. The first one shows some similarities with the traditional conception of opinion quantification: it started in the political sphere, and was concerned with the elaboration of conventions for representativeness – although in a renewed manner. Influence-based sampling is the way agencies with low technological capital overcame their technical limitations and defined the epistemic value of their contribution: the measurement of public image within an elite of influential bloggers. On the other hand, the trajectory of social listening startups was based on the massive and deliberately indistinct capturing of all kinds of social data, regardless of their influence of visibility. It was a crucial matter for these actors to index a maximum of data to display within their dashboards, conceived as panoptic and synthetic tools for continuous reputation monitoring. As shown above, both approaches hybridize the measurement of public opinion with corporate concerns and knowledge devices, inscribed in the field of PR and reputation management.

It is difficult at this point to say how typical of the French market this process is. The ‘big data’ approach is now dominant at an international level (Author, 2018), but the sampled approach it had to compete with in France has not been identified in another country, notably in the USA where I conducted interviews in 2014. Although this handcrafted method was ultimately wiped off, its persistence throughout the years can be linked to the French historical valorization of columnists and opinion leaders (Karila-Cohen, 2008), also perceptible in the earliness and importance of the French political blogosphere (Siles, 2017). As with the case of blogging, it seems that the French technologies for online opinion monitoring aligned progressively with international – that is, mostly American – standards and values. This article then calls for symmetric investigation in the USA and other countries where major players of the social listening industry were born.

Ultimately, this investigation shows the importance of taking into account the multiple and parallel histories of big data, including even the history of ‘small’ or ‘medium data’ analytics, and semi-automatic attempts that once existed, before ‘big data’ and its particular set of standards became conventional, (Kitchin, 2014; Rieder, 2012; Schutt and O’Neil, 2013). In fact, the trajectories studied in this paper are intertwined, and borrow from each other: still today, social listening platforms conventionally include influence scoring and viral marketing management tools that clearly derive from the hierarchized, digital-PR, conception of online opinion. In this regard, this research also shows how ancient traditions such as PR and news
clipping are inscribed within big data tools and how they shape their epistemology and their uses. This is a crucial point if we wish to understand the cultural and material conditions of reception of data science in the many different social worlds in which it is increasingly used (Dagiral and Parasie, 2017).

While there is a legitimate preoccupation about the “capitalism of surveillance” (Zuboff, 2018), one research priority should be to understand the genealogy and methodological premises of the device that materially perform said surveillance. Future research should also produce in-depth accounts of the actual uses of big data surveillance technologies, since they cannot be understood simply by studying their general working principles (Jaton, 2017; Seaver, 2017). Historical and ethnographic studies of algorithmic devices are key if we are to understand how data is constituted as a new form of capital by corporate actors.

Notes
(1) According to Markets & Markets, the social media analytics market generated $2.71 billion revenue in 2017, and is expected to increase up to more than $9 billion in 2022. Source: https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/social-media-analytics.asp [consulted on 06/18/19].
(2) A search on the Web of Science (TS= “social media analytics” OR “social listening” OR “social media analysis”) gathered only 132 articles in social sciences since 2007, none of them taking social listening as an object of study.
(3) See the latest report by Forrester Research, “The Forrester Wave™: Social Listening Platforms, Q3 2018”.
(5) Historical player of French news monitoring and PR founded in 1879, L’Argus de la Presse was bought by software company Cision in 2017.
(6) Brandwatch’s motto when they opened their first Parisian office in 2015.
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